Before starting the NRCC dynamic
forms on a project, make sure to use
a compatible PDF viewer, such as
Adobe Acrobat Reader 2017.

Hover over these ? in the NRCC dynamic form to get helpful tips when filling out the form.

In this project example, all of the requirements apply to the project scope. If some of the requirements did not apply,
they would be greyed out and would say "This requirement does not apply." Table B is not editable by the user.

The selections made in Table A on the CXR form determine
which commissioning requirements in Table B are required.

The Energy Code section references are hyperlinked throughout the dynamic form,
so the actual code language can be easily accessed.

Nonresidential forms can be found here: energycodeace.com/nonresidentialforms

All rows in column 09 should say "COMPLIES"
before submitting for permit application.

Table E includes user entered notes to the plans examiner, contractor or inspector. Use Table E to explain something in the form in more detail.

Table D includes notes to the user, if there are errors which need to be corrected, or notes to the plans examiner. These
notes are automatic based on selections made throughout the form and are note editable by the user.

This information comes from Table F, since Table C is
not editable by the user.

If any cell on this row says "No", it means the corresponding table does not comply and should be reviewed. Any "No"
would cause column 09 to say "Does Not Comply." If any cell is grey and blank, that means the table is not applicable.

To comply, the Design Reviewer must
meet these qualifications.

The OPR captures energy efficiency and system goals at the start of the
project. This is typically done during programming when the team is
determining the owner's requirements for the project.

The project team can either attach an OPR to
the permit application, or complete Table G,
either is acceptable to demonstrate compliance.

If completion of the OPR is not required, Table F will expand for the project
team to record energy efficiency goals during the Kickoff Meeting.

The required qualifications here depend on
selections made in Table A.

All of these goals should be a result of discussion between the project team and the building owner or facility manager.

Every field must be completed on the Table, otherwise it will say "No" in Table C and will
cause a "Does Not Comply" result. Use "NA", "TBD" or "None" as necessary.

In some instances, the goal may relate to requirements in
the Energy Code. That is why it's recommended to have
project team member(s) knowledgeable about the Energy
Code present at the Kickoff.

Determining the Energy Code compliance approach is good to do while defining the basis of design early in the project, usually during schematic design.

A BOD can be either attached to the permit application, or Table H can be
completed to demonstrate compliance if a BOD is required by Table B.

In the dynamic form, there are buttons that can be used to add systems and related goals to the form. Both Fire
Protection System and Electrical Power Distribution were added to capture owner goals for these systems.

The BOD defines how the design team intends to meet the owner's requirements
outlined in the OPR. Sometimes it takes the form of a schematic design narrative.

It's possible there are items that
aren't determined at the time the
BOD is completed. However, "to
be determined" (TBD) should be
used sparingly.

For each building component, include
design review comments made by the
Design Reviewer(s) and the
responses from the designer.

A design review document may be attached to the permit application,
or Table I can be completed to demonstrate compliance.

If the user decides to attach a document instead of completing the Table, the only
information needed is the document author and role. Note that Table D will alert the
plans examiner that they should look for an attached commissioning plan.

Both of these certifications are required to comply.

Each NRCC form identifies the required acceptance tests on a table in the back titled "Declaration of Required
Certificates of Acceptance." If you're unsure which acceptance tests are required, check the other NRCC forms.

If the owner would like functional performance
testing in addition to the required acceptance
testing as part of the commissioning process,
the additional FPTs should be listed here.

Based on the Acceptance Test selected in column 04, the form will determine if a Certified Acceptance Test Technician (ATT) is required to perform the test, or if a Field Technician will be acceptable.

This section of the Table should list Acceptance Tests required by the Energy Code.

This certification
must be checked to
comply.

This is required to comply.

The CXR form will likely require more than one Responsible Person to sign. An additional signature block may be
added using a button on the dynamic form. The Documentation Author will have to sign each signature block.

Decoding NRCC: Let’s Talk 2019 Nonresidential Dynamic Forms Handout and Recording:
energycodeace.com/content/training-ace/courseId=35705

2019 Dynamic Form Introduction Series: youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLVH9EjkDaO5lMvxfVJg2oDwq2B3wIjTQ1

For more training on the NRCC forms, visit Energy Code Ace for Decoding Talks:

